
Granite Stone Black Stone Big
Ganesha Outdoor Statue for
Garden 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01403
Price: ₹450,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Ganesha Statues
Tags: Big Ganapati Black Stone Statue for Garden, Big
Ganesha Statue for Home, Bighna Vinashak Idol,
Ganadhipati, Ganesha Stone Statue for Hotels,
Ganesha Stone Statue for Villa, New Style Ganesh
Murti, Outdoor Ganesha Stone Statue

Product Description

Big Ganesha or Vinayagar 5 feet outdoor garden statue made on black stone. A hand-carved
black granite giant offspring of Lord Shiva & Parvati sitting on his vahana mouse, is a
spectacular Ganesha stone statue for outdoor beautification. This splendid Ganesha statue
consisting of an elephant head with one tusk, four arms holding a lotus, hatchet, laddus, and
blessing posture, an inflated belly. a feast to one's eye. And

Material: Granite Stone/Black Stone
Dimension (HWL): 62x32x18 inch
Statue Positioning: Sitting

Every feature of the statue conveys some messages to mankind like Ganesh's trunk symbolizes
the gospel truth that a sensible person has both limitless courage and fine inequality in his wide
ears, which symbolizes a sensible person who hears all. he has four hands, in one hand hold
lotus symbol of knowledge/outstanding, on another hand he holds a hatchet that attributes past
deeds and ordination. The third-hand holds laddus a reward of a sensible life, the fourth shown
blessing people, sensible person invocate best for everyone. Finally sitting on a rat, the rat is
hoggish among all animals which attribute of our senses which are never appeased.

Abut the stone: Indian black granite is an incredible stone for the polish and its roughness, it
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can be left outside in utmost heat and cold.

CARE: You can bathe the statue dusting also can be done with a cotton sponge or handy
broom.

Placing:  Setting up outdoors's for decoration, this lovely black stone god statue is not only
ornamental but also perfect forward off evil's eye into any outdoor setting. This royal statue has
a black color that looks matchless to the viewer and reflects the lord's power, paramountcy, and
godliness in the best desirable way.

Placing: Perfect for showy lawns of a park, garden, hotel premises, office premises. The face
should be always outside of the target place(North, east, northeast is assumed the best
direction for placement)

Ready to craft your outdoor space to the next level beginning by bringing this ethereal statue
on it.
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